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Bidding Increments:
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule: 

       

Symbols Used
	 	 HH		 Mint Never Hinged        *		Cover       NYFM  New York Foreign Mail
	 	 	H	 	 Mint with Gum          m		 	 Used       TC   Trial Color Proof
  (H)  Unused, No Gum/Regummed    S   Specimen     SL   Straight Line
  R   Reprint             E   Essay       MS   Manuscript
  P   Proof              		Piece  
  o.g.  Original gum           h   Block           

Grading and Condition
Superb   Extraordinary item in the finest condition.
Extremely Fine (XF) A stamp or cover of outstanding and exceptional quality.
Very Fine (VF)  Scott Catalog’s standard.  Stamps will present a nice, balanced apperance. Covers appear new or show only
   minimal  wear.
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF) Stamp and/or covers are sound. Stamps are fully margined but noticeably off-center. Covers show normal 
   travel wear.
Fine (F)   Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; imperforate stamps 
   will not be cut into to any significant degree. Covers how extensive wear.
Very Good (VG)  Stamps with imperfect centering, stamps or covers with poor general appearance. 
Covers
Minor imperfections are normal for 19th-century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. These include, but are not limited to, 
nicks, edge or flap tears, or slight reductions; folded letters will often have at least one file fold. Further, covers may have an ordinary stamp 
with a minor defect. Acceptable forms of conservation include light cleaning and edge mending. These conditions, even if not described, 
are not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available (2022 edition) Scott Catalogue values are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the nearest 
dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.

Collection Lots
Please note that all collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been made to 
provide an accurate description, and extensive imaging is available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps and/or covers 
with varying imperfections or faults. We strongly suggest that all lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.

Bidders Information
Bid Live

www.stampauctionnetwork.com
For Phone Bidding call us at 203.830.2500

Up to $200; increase by $10
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by $5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Please note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

Table from the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps & Covers,  ©2020 Amos Media
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For clients already registered with Both Kelleher and SAN

 Log into StampAuctionNetwork  http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm

I am a Current SAN client but not registered with Kelleher

 Update your registration page after logging in at: http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit_ureg.cfm, select Kelleher from the choices  
 underlined and press the Update Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the Kelleher Team for approval.  

I am Currently a Kelleher Client but am NOT registered with Stamp Auction Network 

 You will have received an invitation to join Kelleher at SAN with a temporary username and password.
 Follow the instructions or contact Kelleher.
 

I am a new client to Kelleher and SAN

Live Bidding - at Home From Your Computer!

You hear the auctioneer, you see the current lots, you can bid in real time; it is fast, easy and comfortable.

PLEASE NOTE:
Bidder approval in advance of the sale is required

What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC

Under “MEMBERSHIP” select “REGISTER” 
complete the form (red highlighted areas manda-
tory) agree to the terms of sale and submit regis-
tration.  A Kelleher team member will review and 
approve or ask for additional information.

 Go to: www.kelleherauctions.com and select 
 “AUCTIONS” from the main menu.

Kelleher Auctions Powered by

BID LIVE AT STAMP AUCTION NETWORK AT NO CHARGE 
AFTER REGISTERING WITH KELLEHER AUCTIONS
https://www.kelleherauctions.com/how-to-bid/
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CANAL ZONE
United States Possessions Canal Zone

               
                        1                                            2                                         3                                                      4 
1  H 1904, 2c rose (Scott 1), bold and bright example, beautifully balanced margins, slightly tropicalized o.g.; slightly nibbed 

perforation at bottom, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 2600 issued, with 1978 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $650.
  Estimate $400 - 600

United States Possessions Canal Zone
2  H 1904, 5c blue (Scott 2), full o.g., crisp and neat; natural straight edge, pulled perforation at bottom left, Fine, 7800 issued.   

Scott $300.  Estimate $150 - 200
United States Possessions Canal Zone
3  H 1904, 10c yellow (Scott 3), o.g., vivid color, exceptionally well centered for this, Very Fine to Extremely Fine and 

attractive, 4946 issued, with 1977 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $400.  Estimate $300 - 400
United States Possessions Canal Zone
4  H 1904, 8¢ on 50c bister brown (Scott 15), with selvage at right, full o.g., small hinge remnant, fresh and bright example 

of this key stamp, Fine and attractive, only 435 issued, with photocopy of 1982 P.F. certificate for pair.  Scott $2,000. 
  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Possessions Canal Zone

          
                                                             5                                      6                                        7 
5  HH 1915, 1c green & black, Mount Hope Local Overprint (Scott 46), immaculate “P.O. fresh” o.g., never hinged, bold and 

vibrant, perfectly centered, an Extremely Fine gem, exceptional in every respect, with 1976 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $175 
for hinged.  Estimate $200 - 300

United States Possessions Canal Zone
6  (H) 1920, 2c orange vermilion & black, Mount Hope Local Overprint (Scott 47), unused without gum, bright and attractive 

e100,100,0,0,0,0,”I:\\Sales\\773\\Images\\TIF\\xample of this key value, scarce and desirable, lovely Fine appearance, 
with 1993 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $2,750.  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Possessions Canal Zone
7  HH 1915, 5c deep blue & black, Mount Hope Local Overprint (Scott 48), with wide selvage at bottom, slightly tropicalized 

o.g., never hinged with barest trace of disturbance, fresh and bright, Fine and attractive, with 1976 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott 
$425.  Estimate $250 - 350

United States Possessions Canal Zone
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                EX 8                                    9                                        10                                   EX 11                               EX 12 
8  HH 1918-20, 1c-5c complete, type IV overprints (Scott 52-54), o.g., never hinged, 1¢ lightly hinged outstanding jumbo, 2¢ 

and 5¢ exceptionally fresh and bright, Fine to Very Fine and better.  Scott $292+.  Estimate $200 - 300
United States Possessions Canal Zone
9  H 1920, 50c & 1b overprints (Scott 58-59), o.g., bright and attractive examples of these elusive high values, Fine to Very 

Fine.  Scott $425.  Estimate $250 - 350
United States Possessions Canal Zone
10  H 1924, 1c green, Mount Hope Local Overprint (Scott 67), o.g., vibrant color on bright white paper, large margins all 

around, scarce and desirable particularly in such premium condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with 1977 A.P.S. 
certificate.  Scott $500.  Estimate $350 - 500

United States Possessions Canal Zone
11  H 1924-25, ½¢-$1, complete, flat “A” (Scott 70-81), o.g., mostly lightly hinged, outstanding set, vivid colors, most well 

centered with many exceptionally so, Very Fine and choice.  Scott $504.  Estimate $300 - 400
United States Possessions Canal Zone
12  H 1925-28, 2¢-$1 definitives complete, sharp “A’s” (Scott 84-95), o.g., some with hinge remnants, lovely set, fresh and 

attractive, mostly well centered examples, better then usually found, a Very Fine set.  Scott $492.  Estimate $300 - 400

United States Possessions Canal Zone

13
13  HH 1962, 4¢ Thatcher Ferry Bridge, silver (bridge) omitted (Scott 157a), with wide selvage at right, o.g., never hinged, 

pristine example, immaculate gum, beautifully centered, outstanding in every respect, Extremely Fine, only 50 examples 
released to the public, with 1985 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $8,000.  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

On October 12, 1962, the Canal Zone issued a stamp commemorating the opening of the Thatcher Ferry bridge across 
the canal. During the preparation of first day covers a clerk noticed that a plate number block was missing the silver 
plate number and that the stamps were missing the silver bridge. The authorities made an immediate search and found 
the remaining 46 stamps from that pane and two additional panes with the error. Shortly thereafter, H. E. Harris & Co. 
discovered the upper right pane of the error in its shipment of 5000 stamps from the philatelic agency. The Canal Zone 
authorities ordered that 100,000 copies of the error be reprinted for sale at face value through the philatelic agency and 
began accepting orders. Harris filed suit for an injunction against the special printing. After a two and a half year legal 
battle he won the case and halted the reprinting. The two intact sheets were laminated and gifted to the Smithsonian and 
the Canal Zone Library museum, and the third sheet was destroyed, leaving only Harris’ sheet of fifty for philatelists.

United States Possessions Canal Zone
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                               EX 14                                                     15                                          EX 16                             17 
14  m Airmail Officials, 1941, 5¢-40¢ complete, type II (Scott CO8-CO12), cancelled-to-order, scarce complete set, bold 

colors and attractive; 5¢ no gum, others with original gum, Fine to Very Fine set, only 2000 of most values issued.   Scott 
$800.  Estimate $500 - 750

United States Possessions Canal Zone
15  m Airmail Official, 1947, 6¢ yellow brown, type I, inverted overprint (Scott CO14a), BALBOA HEIGHTS roller cancel, 

well centered top right corner single, scarce and desirable error; natural straight edges, small gum skip and hinge remnant, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 50 issued, this being the only example with two straight edges, with 1993 P.F. certificate.  
Scott $2,000.  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States Possessions Canal Zone
16  H Postage Dues, 1914, 1¢-10¢ complete (Scott J1-J3), couple with mis-aligned letters, slightly tropicalized o.g., 2¢ fresh 

lightly hinged, outstanding set, sharp vivid colors, 1¢ with jumbo margins, 2¢ well centered and attractive, 10¢ is an 
exceptional example with large margins all around, certainly among the finest available, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  
Scott $1,235.  Estimate $800 - 1,200

United States Possessions Canal Zone
17  m Official, 1941, 50¢ rose lilac, type Ia (Scott O8), canceled-to-order, attractive example of this elusive stamp, one of the 

keys to completing a Canal Zone collection, Fine and scarce, only 1000 issued, with photocopy of 1974 P.F. certificate for 
block.  Scott $550.  Estimate $350 - 500

United States Possessions Canal Zone
18   Canal Zone, Largely Complete Collection, 1904-76, mounted on Scott specialized pages, highlights include #4-8, 

maps lacking only #1-3, 10 and 15, includes #21-45, 49-51, 55-57, 60-69, 97-104 and virtually complete to end of regular 
issues; Airmails appear complete with two #C5a added, CO1-CO7 and CO14; Postage Dues complete from #J4 to end 
except J8, and Officials lack only #O8; used include #47, CO10-CO11 and O3, some duplicates and a few varieties and 
booklets included, condition is uniformly fresh and choice, virtually all well-centered and carefully selected for superior 
appearance, many never hinged, suitable for completion or breakdown for profitable resale, catalogue well in excess of 
$4000; very few flaws of any significance, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

PHILIPPINES (SPANISH)
Worldwide A-Z Philippines

19
19  m 1854, 5c orange (Scott 1), circular dotted cancel, four margins to just touching at bottom left, strong vivid color, excellent 

#1, Very Fine.  Edifil 1.  Scott $350.  Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide A-Z Philippines

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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                    20                                21                               22                                                          23 
20  m 1854, 10c pale rose (Scott 2a), vertical pair, circular dotted cancellation, excellent four margins all around, distinct 

impression; tiny thin and crease between stamps (with handwritten note from James DeVoss that thin falls between the 
stamps), Very Fine and scarce, with 1980 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $875.  Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
21  m 1854, 1r slate blue (Scott 4a), outer frameline at top and left, Baeza circular date stamp, solid four-margined 

example, scarce and desirable, Very Fine and attractive, with 1977 COMEX certificate.  Edifil 3b.  Scott $300.  
  Estimate $150 - 200

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
22  m 1855, 5c pale red (Scott 6), type II, circular dotted cancel, large margins all around with part of adjoining stamp at top, 

lovely premium example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex Miggins, with 1980 Society of Philatelic Americans certificate.  
Edifil 5.  Scott $500.  Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
23  s 1856, 1r green and 2r carmine (Scott 8, 9), tied on small piece, purple Manila, 16 JUL 1859, small Baeza datestamp, 1r 

with three large margins touching at left, 2r with margins all around, bright colors, bold impression of cancel, attractive 
and desirable combo usage, Very Fine and unusual, with 1988 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $275+.  Estimate $150 - 200

Worldwide A-Z Philippines

EX 24
24  H/(H) 1863, 5c to 2r complete (Scott 14-20), o.g. or without gum, remarkable set, each with large margins all around, crisp with 

vibrant colors, high values with expert’s signatures, incredibly difficult set to replicate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 1r 
violet ex Peterson.  Edifil 11-16.  Scott $2,201.  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
25  H/m Wonderful study of 1863 issue (Scott 14//20), two stock pages, with 27 5c including mint and used singles and blocks 

with lovely mint blocks of four and eight and various shades and cancels with attractive ILOILO in oval on piece; 10c 
includes two unused shade varieties and two rare used examples; #18 represented by four used examples with shade 
variations and a scarce Bulacan cancel; an unused #20 and two used color variations are present as is a possible Cuba used 
#2, scarce and attractive stamps with interesting shades and cancels, outstanding multiples, a magnificent study, overall 
Very Fine. (photo on web site)  Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
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26
26  Ha 1863, 10c carmine (Scott 15), block of 8, o.g., hinge remnants, scarce multiple, vibrant rich shade, margins ample to just 

clear all around, a showpiece; vertical crease between third and fourth columns, Fine to Very Fine and attractive.  Scott 
$450 as two blocks.  Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide A-Z Philippines

     
                                                                     27                                                                                            28 
27  Ha 1863, 10c carmine (Scott 15), block of 10, o.g., hinge remnants, scarce multiple, deep rich shade, large margins bottom 

and right to cutting at top and left, handsome showpiece; vertical crease between third and fourth column, couple gum 
bends, lovely Fine appearance.  Scott $555 as two blocks + a pair.  Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
28  H 1863, 10c, inverted “10” (Scott 15 var.), at right in horizontal pair with normal, tropicalized o.g., excellent pair 

with sheet margin at bottom, sharp color and impression; light horizontal crease along bottom of stamps, otherwise 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine appearance, very scarce, reportedly only one position per sheet.   Edifil 12 variety. 
  Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide A-Z Philippines

     
                                                                                    29                              30 
29  H 1863, 2r blue (Scott 17), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh and bright, nice margins all around, attractive example of scarce 

stamp, Very Fine.  Scott $600.  Estimate $350 - 500
Worldwide A-Z Philippines
30  m 1868-74, 2r carmine (Scott 27), Type II watermark, large balanced margins, rich color, prime example, Very Fine and 

scarce.  Edifil 20E.  Scott $225.  Estimate $150 - 200
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Worldwide A-Z Philippines

               
                                                31                                              32                              EX 33                        EX 34 
31  Ha 1874, 10c rose (Scott 28), block of 4, with vertical overprint, sheet margin at top, o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh 

and bright, huge margins beyond outer frameline all around, outstanding position piece, Choice Extremely Fine, signed 
Bloch.  Edifil 20F.  Scott $320 + as singles.  Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
32  m 1868-74, 2r blue (Scott 32), oval parrilla cancel, four large margins, bright deep blue color, outstanding example, scarce 

stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  Edifil 20J.  Scott $425.  Estimate $250 - 350
Worldwide A-Z Philippines
33  H 1871, 5c to 40c complete (Scott 39-42), slightly tropicalized o.g., fresh and bright, attractive and well centered set, 

Choice Very Fine.  Edifil 21-24.  Scott $410.  Estimate $200 - 300
Worldwide A-Z Philippines
34  H 1872, 12c to 1p25c King Amadeo complete (Scott 43-47), o.g., hinge remnants, elusive set, sharp colors for this, 

attractive and better than usually found; 16c no gum and thin spot, Fine to Very Fine appearing.  Edifil 25-29.  Scott $349.
  Estimate $150 - 200

Worldwide A-Z Philippines

                    
                             35                               36                                37                                38                               39 
35  H 1875-77, 2c dark blue (Scott 53), o.g., lightly hinged, crisp clean example, deep color, attractive; nibbed perforation, 

Very Fine for the issue.  Scott $260.  Estimate $150 - 200
Worldwide A-Z Philippines
36  (H) 1877-79, 12c on 2c rose, inverted overprint (Scott 59a), unused without gum, scarce error, strong color and impression, 

usual centering, Fine for the issue, Ex-Miggins.  Scott $400+.  Estimate $200 - 300
Worldwide A-Z Philippines
37  H 1877-79, 12c on 2c rose, double overprint (Scott 59b), slightly tropicalized o.g., scarce and desirable error, fresh and 

bright, usual centering, Fine for the issue.  Scott $400+.  Estimate $200 - 300
Worldwide A-Z Philippines
38  (H) 1877-79, 12c on 25m black, inverted black overprint (Scott 60a), unused without gum, rare error, attractive balanced 

margins, important item, Very Fine for the issue, ex Miggins.  Scott $875.  Estimate $350 - 500
Worldwide A-Z Philippines
39  m 1877-79, 12c on 25m black, inverted blue overprint (Scott 61 var), light unobtrusive circular dotted cancel, bold and 

vivid stamp, well centered for this issue, Very Fine for the issue, extremely rare error, unlisted in Scott, signed Bartels and 
others, with 1949 P.F. certificate, the only certified example.  Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide A-Z Philippines

40
40  H 1879, 2c on 25m Green, Type b overprint (Scott 74), o.g., small hinge remnant, fresh and attractive, well centered for 

this issue, desirable stamp, Very Fine and scarce.  Scott $400.  Estimate $200 - 300
Worldwide A-Z Philippines

     
41                                                                                                         42

41  Ha 1881-88, 1r on 2c carmine, black surcharge (Scott 93), irregular block of 47, naturally streaky o.g., strong color, mostly 
well centered, many exceptionally so, a remarkable showpiece, particularly because most other examples of this stamp are 
hole-punched; some reinforced seperations, Extremely Fine and rare, reportedly the largest recorded multiple, with 2012 
A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $6,580 as singles.  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
42  HHa 1881-88, 2r on 2-4/8c ultramarine, first retouch (Scott 94a, 94a var), full pane of 100, positions 67-70 with inverted 

overprint, slightly brownish o.g., over half never hinged, rest hinge remannts from perforation reinforcements, rare and 
likely unique multiple, strong impression and bold overprint; reinforced perforations, botton selvage separated but present, 
few inconsequential flaws, Very Fine and scarce, a remarkable showpiece, with 2016 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $6,000 + as 
singles.  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
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                                43                                44                              EX 46                                           47 
43  H 1881-88, 8c on 10c bistre, double inverted overprint (Scott 115 var), slightly tropicalized o.g., scarce stamp with rare 

error, usual centering, a striking and desirable showpiece, Fine and rare.  Scott $550 ++.  Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide A-Z Philippines
44  H 1881-88, 8c on 10c bistre, double overprint (Scott 115 var), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and well centered for this, scarce 

stamp with rare error, an outstanding showpiece, Very Fine for the issue, signed Bartels, with 1994 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott 
$550 ++.  Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
45  H/m 1881-88, Remarkable selection of 1r on 12-4/8c overprint errors (Scott 118 vars), 14 outstanding items including 

inverted surcharge, inverted surcharge postally used, block of four with inverted surcharges, pair one with inverted 
surcharge, double surcharge, double surcharge with one inverted, double surcharge both inverted, split surcharge vertically, 
one half surcharge at top, sideways surcharge, pair with left stamp missing surcharge, strip of three with right stamp 
missing surcharge, and block of four with one missing surcharge, slightly tropicalized o.g., wonderful array of errors and 
varieties, better-than-usual centering and appearance for this difficult issue, rare and desirable, generally Very Fine for 
this, ex Miggins, with 1995 A.P.S. certificate for strip of three one without surcharge and 1998 A.P.S. certificate for pair 
one without surcharge. (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
46  H 1881-88, Select group of 1r on 12-4/8c overprint errors (Scott 124 vars), includes inverted surcharge, double surcharge, 

double surcharge one inverted, and block of six with bottom three with inverted surcharges, slightly tropicalized o.g., an 
outstanding group of scarce and desirable errors, fresh and bright, better then usual centering and appearance; one normal 
stamp in block with corner missing, otherwise Very Fine, with 2012 A.P.S. certificate for double surcharge.  
  Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
47  (H)a 1881-88, 1r green, overprint omitted (Scott 127 var), the error the bottom right stamp in block of 4, unused without 

gum, rare and striking error, bright and attractive block, usual centering for this issue, Fine, important showpiece, only two 
examples reported, ex Miggins, signed Colson, with 1990 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $1,400 + as four regular singles. 
  Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide A-Z Philippines

EX 48
48  H/m 1881-88, 1r on 1p errors (Scott 128 vars), four scarce varieties as follows: inverted surcharge, pair one with double 

surcharge, double surcharge, and double inverted surcharge, first unused without gum, others used, last two with manuscript 
cancels, attractive and desirable group, usual centering for this issue; couple of minor perforation flaws, Fine to Very Fine 
and scarce.  Estimate $250 - 350
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Worldwide A-Z Philippines

     
                                                                                   49                                          EX 50 
49  (H) 1881-88, 1r on 200m, overprint omitted (Scott 129 var), in horizontal pair with normal, unused without gum, attractive 

example of this scarce and significant variety, bright and desirable, Fine to Very Fine for the issue.  Scott $600 + for normal 
single.  Estimate $350 - 500

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
50  m 1883-88, 2r on 250m errors (Scott 134 vars), four rare varieties: triple surcharge with handstamp cancel (only recorded), 

inverted surcharge with punch cancel, double surcharge with handstamp cancel strip of three center stamp without 
surcharge (only reported example) and normal single on piece, normals with defects, rare and desirable errors, exceptional 
group; some usual flaws, Fine to Very Fine appearance, two reportedly unique errors and two very scarce items.   
  Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
51   Philippines, Spanish Era Balance of Extensive Collection, 1857-98, exceptional balance mounted on Scott speciality 

pages with important duplicates on dealer sale sheets; numerous early imperforates including duplicates and multiples; 
highlights include unused #13, 17, 20, 34 pair, 59, 66, 73, 84, 114, 128, used #75; surcharges include varieties and errors 
as well as unlisted items, later issues and Newspapers mostly complete, generally better condition than usual for these 
difficult issues, Very Fine for this, a significant begining to an important collection, suitable for additions or useful to break 
down. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
52   Philippines, Remainder of Collection, 1859-2005, two binders, sheet file and large envelope, first binder with most 

value in newer sets and souvenir sheets, quantities to about five of a kind, followed by stock pages of miscellaneous odds 
and ends from all periods, second binder with miscellaneous duplicates from all periods, and small selection of Canal 
Zone duplicates, sheet file with 12 panes and several large blocks from U.S. period, envelope contains more blocks, plus 
an interesting group of a few modern imperforate varieties and specimens, overall contains some interesting and useful 
material, unused mostly never hinged, some used included, generally Very Fine.  Scott $4,000 + owner’s value. (photo on 
web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
53   Philippines, Extensive Collection, 1946-2000, two volumes of Scott speciality pages, largely complete for the era, 

importantly replete with numerous varieties and errors, many scarce and unusual, includes special sheets, souvenir sheets, 
and booklets, Semi-Postals, Airmails, Postage Dues and Officials, appears virtually all fresh and never hinged, an excellent 
start to an important specialized collection, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
54   Philippines, Remainder of Extensive Collection, 1942-2000, two looseleaf binders containing numerous mint and used 

singles and blocks, Japanese occupation and Republic issues, quantities up to about 15 of a kind, unused appear to be 
mostly never hinged, many used are first day cancels, Republic issues from #500 to 860, semi-postals, airmails and 
officials, Japanese occupation issues from #N1-N39 with semi-postal, officials and postage dues, largely in complete sets, 
interesting and useful group, Very Fine and attractive.  Scott $3,600 + owner’s value. (photo on web site)  
  Estimate $500 - 750

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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PHILIPPINES (U.S. ADMINISTRATION)
United States Possessions Philippines

     
                                                                                    55                                                            56 
55  HH 1899, 50¢ orange (Scott 219), horizontal strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, center stamp with hinge remnant, Post Office fresh, 

vibrant color, lovely strip, Fine and attractive.  Scott $725.  Estimate $400 - 600
United States Possessions Philippines
56  HH 1899, 50¢ red orange shade (Scott 219a), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color, fresh, rare thus, Fine to Very Fine.  Scott 

$600.  Estimate $350 - 500
United States Possessions Philippines

                    
                            57                                58                                 59                                60                                61 
57  H 1901, $1 black, type I (Scott 223), fresh o.g., small hinge remnant, intense black color on bright white, reasonably well 

centered for this difficult stamp, attractive example, nearly Very Fine, scarce, only 3000 issued.   Scott $300.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

United States Possessions Philippines
58  H 1901, $1 black, type II (Scott 223A), fresh o.g., hinge remnant, vibrant color on vivid white paper, very well centered for 

this, excellent example of this scarce stamp, handsome Very Fine, with 1982 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $1,500.  
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Possessions Philippines
59  H 1901, $1 black, type II (Scott 223A), o.g., lightly hinged, sharp impression, handsome example of this scarce 

dollar value, well centered for this, Fine to Very Fine for the issue, with 1982 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $1,500.  
  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Possessions Philippines
60  (H) 1901, $2 dark blue (Scott 224), expertly regummed, distinct color and sharp impression, appealing example of this 

elusive high value, Fine to Very Fine appearing, only 1800 issued, with 1976 P.F. certificate.  Scott $350.  
  Estimate $200 - 300

United States Possessions Philippines
61  H 1901, $5 dark green (Scott 225), o.g., deep rich color, sharp impression, pleasing example of this elusive stamp, Fine and 

scarce, only 782 issued.   Scott $500.  Estimate $300 - 400
United States Possessions Philippines

62
62  H 1904, $1 black (Scott 237), o.g., hinge mark, Bright and vivid, pleasing example of this dollar value, Fine and attractive, 

5617 issued, signed Bloch and Stolow.  Scott $300.  Estimate $150 - 200
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United States Possessions Philippines

                    
                           63                                64                                65                                  66                                 67 
63  H 1904, $2 dark blue (Scott 238), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh, intense color and deep impression, exceptionally 

well centered, choice example; tiny traces of excess ink at bottom right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 695 issued.   
Scott $550.  Estimate $400 - 600

United States Possessions Philippines
64  H 1904, $5 dark green (Scott 239), o.g., lightly hinged, vibrant color and impression, pleasing example of difficult high 

value, lovely Fine appearance, only 746 issued, with 1978 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $800.  Estimate $500 - 750
United States Possessions Philippines
65  H 1911, 4p deep blue (Scott 273), o.g., small hinge remnant, intense color and impression against bright paper, desirable 

example of this elusive item, Fine to Very Fine and attractive, with 1975 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $550.   
  Estimate $350 - 500

United States Possessions Philippines
66  H 1911, 4p deep blue (Scott 273), top plate #22008 single, o.g., lightly hinged, deep rich color, choice example, Very Fine 

and scarce, 10,000 issued.   Scott $550.  Estimate $400 - 600
United States Possessions Philippines
67  H 1911, 10p deep green (Scott 274), o.g., small hinge remnant, bold and bright, particularly well centered for this usually 

difficult stamp, choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  Scott $200.  Estimate $150 - 200
United States Possessions Philippines

          
                EX 68                             69                                                                            70 
68  H 1914, 2c-1p definitive complete (Scott 276-284, 278a), o.g., mostly lightly hinged, with 6¢ shade, exceptional set, fresh 

and bright, many particularly choice values, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  Scott $537.  Estimate $350 - 500
United States Possessions Philippines
69  HH 1918, 8c light brown (Scott 287A), o.g., never hinged, choice example of this difficult stamp, large balanced margins, 

fresh and attractive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  Scott $400.  Estimate $300 - 400
United States Possessions Philippines
70  HH 1926, 16c Legislative Palace, imperf between (Scott 321a), horizontal pair, top right corner margin pair, o.g., never 

hinged, post office fresh, perfectly centered, certainly among the finest available, an Extremely Fine gem.  Scott $250+. 
  Estimate $200 - 300

United States Possessions Philippines
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                           71                                         EX 72                                         73                                                    74 
71  H 1926, 18c Legislative Palace, double impression of center (Scott 322a), o.g., lightly hinged, scarce and desirable error, 

fresh and bright for this, usual centering, Fine and attractive, only 150 issued.   Scott $850+.  Estimate $500 - 750
United States Possessions Philippines
72  HH 1931, 2c-10p imperf definitives complete (Scott 340-353), o.g., never hinged, fresh and vivid, large margins, premium 

set in every respect, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only about 2200 sets possible.   Scott $637.  Estimate $400 - 600
United States Possessions Philippines
73  BKH 1939, 2c rose, lower left stamp overprinted “WEALTH COMMON-” (Scott 433b), tropicalized o.g., rare error in 

complete booklet pane of six, error stamp with large margins all around, key piece in any Philippines collection, Fine to 
Very Fine and attractive, only 24 reportedly available, with 1980 P.F. certificate.  Scott $2,000.  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States Possessions Philippines
74  HH 1944, 6c yellow green, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 467), with selvage at bottom, slightly tropicalized o.g., never 

hinged, fresh and bright, deep rich color, attractive example of this sought-after stamp, Very Fine and scarce.  Scott $300.
  Estimate $200 - 300

United States Possessions Philippines

          
                                                   75                                      76                                             77 
75  H 1944, 6c dark brown, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 468), o.g., lightly hinged, very scarce and desirable issue, 

handsome example, especially fresh for this; tiny insignificant scuffs on face, Fine appearing, only 206 were issued and 
the Brewster census records only 47 examples, with 1979 P.F. certificate.  Scott $4,000.  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Possessions Philippines
76  H 1944, 6c carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 469), tropicalized o.g. with wax paper adhering, vibrant color, 

better-than-usual centering, scarce and desirable stamp, Fine, only 235 issued.   Scott $350+.  Estimate $200 - 300
United States Possessions Philippines
77  H 1944, 6c orange, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 470), o.g., lightly hinged, better than usual centering and freshness, 

a handsome example of this difficult item, Very Fine for this, only 141 issued with 43 unused examples recorded in 
Brewster census.   Scott $1,750.  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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United States Possessions Philippines

          
                                          78                                                                        79                                                      80 
78  Ha 1944, 6c dark green, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 471), block of 4, natural straight edges at top and right, 

tropicalized o.g., rare multiple, bright and attractive; top right stamp with thins, perforation seperations, Fine to Very Fine, 
with 1993 P.F. certificate.  Scott $1,400 as singles.  Estimate $800 - 1,200

United States Possessions Philippines
79  H 1944, 10c rose carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 473), tropicalized o.g., fresh and bright, lovely example of 

this desirable stamp, Fine to Very Fine and scarce, only 450 overprinted.   Scott $350.  Estimate $200 - 300
United States Possessions Philippines
80  H 1944, 10c rose carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 474), tropicalized o.g., bright and vibrant, better-than-usual 

centering; couple of nibbed perforations at top, Very Fine for this, a scarce stamp, with only 358 issued.   Scott $275. 
  Estimate $200 - 300

United States Possessions Philippines

               
                81                                           82                                                        83                                                   84 
81  H 1944, 12c bright blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 476), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptional example of this rare 

stamp, clean and well centered, Fine to Very Fine and attractive, only 36 were overprinted, with 1970 P.F. certificate.  Scott 
$7,000.  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Possessions Philippines
82  H 1944, 12c purple, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 477), type II overprint, tropicalized o.g., attractive balanced 

margins, better than normally found for this difficult stamp, Very Fine for this, only 221 were produced.   Scott $500. 
  Estimate $350 - 500

United States Possessions Philippines
83  (H) 1944, 16c dark blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 478), unused without gum, deep rich color, handsome example 

of one of the more difficult VICTORYs, Fine and scarce, only 122 overprinted, with 1984 P.F. certificate.  Scott $3,000. 
  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

United States Possessions Philippines
84  HH 1944, 16c dark blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 479), slightly tropicalized o.g., never hinged, bright, vibrant 

color, well centered, outstanding example of this scarce and desirable stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 200 
issued, with photocopy of 1967 P.F. certificate for block.  Scott $1,500.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Possessions Philippines
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85
85  HHa 1944, 16c dark blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 479), irregular block of 3, slightly tropicalized o.g., never 

hinged, remarkably fresh, deep rich color, rare and desirable item, Fine to Very Fine and attractive bottom stamp very fine, 
only 200 issued, with 1967 P.F. certificate for block.  Scott $4,500 as singles.  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Possessions Philippines

               
                          86                                          87                                            88                                                      89 
86  HH 1944, 16c dark blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 480), slightly tropicalized o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright, 

exceptionally well centered, choice example of this scarce and desirable stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 500 
overprinted, 62 unused examples in Brewster census.   Scott $500.  Estimate $350 - 500

United States Possessions Philippines
87  HH 1944, 20c light olive green, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 481), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and brilliant, 

lovely example, Fine to Very Fine and scarce, 1401 issued.   Scott $230.  Estimate $150 - 200
United States Possessions Philippines
88  (H) 1944, 30c orange red, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 482), unused without gum, pleasant color and appearance, 

attractive example, Fine to Very Fine and scarce, only 248 produced, 89 examples in Brewster census.   Scott $450. 
  Estimate $300 - 400

United States Possessions Philippines
89  H 1944, 30c orange red, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott 483), natural straight edge at left, slightly tropicalized o.g., 

vibrant color, fresh and attractive example of this scarce stamp, Fine to Very Fine, 200 issued, 53 unused examples in 
Brewter census, with 1982 P.F. certificate.  Scott $800.  Estimate $500 - 750

United States Possessions Philippines

EX 90
90  HH 1926, 2c to 30c Madrid-Manila Flight (Scott C1-C6, C9-C12), less rare 16c Sampsons, o.g., never hinged, incredibly 

fresh, bright vibrant colors, usual mixed centering; several with natural straight edges, most Fine or better.  Scott $1,280 
.  Estimate $500 - 750
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United States Possessions Philippines

                    
                           91                                 92                                 93                                 94                                 95 
91  H Airmail, 1926, 16c Madrid-Manila Flight, violet overprint (Scott C7), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and 

bright, better-than-usual centering, an outstanding example of this key value, Fine and scarce, only 300 issued, signed 
Kessler, with 1982 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $2,800+.  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

United States Possessions Philippines
92  H Airmail, 1926, 16c Madrid-Manila Flight, red overprint (Scott C8), slightly tropicalized o.g., especially fresh, 

exceptionally well centered for this with margins all around, Fine and rare, certainly among the finest available of this 
most difficult and important Philippines Airmail stamp, only 100 produced, signed Bruggman, with 1986 A.P.S. certificate.  
Scott $5,000+.  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States Possessions Philippines
93  H Airmail, 1926, 2p Madrid-Manila Flight (Scott C13), o.g., hinge remnant, bright with bold color and impression, nicely 

centered for this, scarce and desirable, Fine to Very Fine and attractive, 900 issued, signed Bruggman.  Scott $500. 
  Estimate $350 - 500

United States Possessions Philippines
94  H Airmail, 1926, 4p Madrid-Manila Flight (Scott C14), slightly tropicalized o.g., deep rich color on crisp white paper, 

large margins all around, premium example of this scarce stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine Jumbo, only 700 issued, 
signed Sanabria, with 1979 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $800.  Estimate $600 - 800

United States Possessions Philippines
95  H Airmail, 1926, 10p Madrid-Manila Flight (Scott C15), o.g., hinge mark, bright and vibrant, large margins, superior 

example of sought-after high value, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 500 overprinted, signed Geo B Sloane, with 1977 
Society of Philatelic Americans certificate.  Scott $1,000.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Possessions Philippines

               
                    96                                  97                                           98                                                         99 
96  H Airmail, 1926, 26c Madrid-Manila Flight (Scott C16), o.g., lightly hinged, particularly fresh, strong color and impression, 

superior centering to most, attractive example of scarce key value, lovely Fine appearance, only 100 overprinted, signed 
Herman and Bruechig, with 1986 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $5,000.  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States Possessions Philippines
97  H Airmail, 1926, 1p Madrid-Manila Flight (Scott C17), o.g., lightly hinged, large margins all around, bright and attractive, 

Very Fine, 2000 issued.   Scott $200.  Estimate $150 - 200
United States Possessions Philippines
98  H Airmail, 1944, 4c rose carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott C63), natural straight edge at left, tropicalized 

o.g. with wax paper adhering, well centered example of this scarce and sought-after key stamp, handsome Very Fine 
appearance, only 122 stamps issued, 51 unused examples in Brewster census, with 1985 A.P.S. certificate.  Scott $3,750. 
  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Possessions Philippines
99  H Special Delivery, 1944, 20c dull violet, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott E8), with natural straight edge at left, slightly 

tropicalized o.g. with some wax paper adhering, sharp and attractive example, well centered for this scarce stamp, lovely 
Very Fine appearance, 138 were overprinted and only 53 unused examples reported in Brewster census, with photocopy 
of 1952 P.F. certificate for pair from which this came.  Scott $1,400.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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United States Possessions Philippines

          
                                              EX 100                                     101                                               102 
100  HH Special Delivery, 1944, 20c blue violet, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott E9), slightly tropicalized o.g., never hinged, 

fresh and well centered with large margins all around, premium example of scarce stamp, lovely Very Fine appearance, 
600 issued with 100 unused examples reported in Brewster census, with 1975 P.F. certificate for block.  Scott $550.    
  Estimate $350 - 500

Also included is a typed and signed certification from General G. H. Decker, Chief of Staff, that the stamp was obtained 
from the post office in Tacloban, Leyte, in November 1944. A wonderful collateral item.

United States Possessions Philippines
101  HH Postage Due, 1899, 50¢ deep claret (Scott J5), o.g., never hinged, brilliantly fresh and desirable, rarely seen thus, Fine 

to Very Fine centering, 3216 issued.   Scott $425.  Estimate $300 - 400
United States Possessions Philippines
102  H 1901, 3¢ to 30¢ deep claret (Scott J6-J7), disturbed o.g., handsome set, bold color and impression, Fine to Very Fine and 

attractive.  Scott $267.  Estimate $150 - 200
United States Possessions Philippines

          
                             EX 103                                                            104                                                           105 
103  H 1944, 4c, 8c, 16c brown red, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott J16, J18, J21), slightly tropicalized o.g., fresh and well 

centered, attractive values, Very Fine.  Scott $360.  Estimate $200 - 300
United States Possessions Philippines
104  H Postage Due, 1944, 8c brown red, handstamped “VICTORY” (Scott J18), strip of 3, slightly tropicalized o.g., attractive 

and desirable multiple of this elusive stamp, Fine to Very Fine and scarce, signed Bloch on left stamp.  Scott $330. 
  Estimate $200 - 300

United States Possessions Philippines
105  H Official, 1944, 2c rose, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (Scott O38), slightly tropicalized o.g., bright and attractive 

example, scarce and desirable stamp, Very Fine for this, only 128 were overprinted, signed Bloch, with 1975 A.P.S. 
certificate.  Scott $375.  Estimate $200 - 300

United States Possessions Philippines

106
106  H Official, 1944, 2c rose, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (Scott O38), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh and 

especially well centered, a choice example of this scarce stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 128 produced, with 
1976 Society of Philatelic Americans certificate.  Scott $375.  Estimate $200 - 300
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United States Possessions Philippines

               
                                  107                                                  108                                         109                                 112 
107  H Official, 1944, 10c rose carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (Scott O41), tropicalized o.g. with wax paper 

adhering, vibrant color, attractive example of scarce stamp, Fine to Very Fine for this, 665 issued, signed Bloch.  Scott 
$500.  Estimate $300 - 400

United States Possessions Philippines
108  H Official, 1944, 10c rose carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (Scott O41), tropicalized o.g., vibrant color, 

pleasing example of desirable item, Very Fine for this, 665 were overprinted, signed Bloch, with 1977 Friedl certificate 
for block of 10, including signed wax paper removed from back.  Scott $500.  Estimate $350 - 500

United States Possessions Philippines
109  (H) Official, 1944, 20c light olive green, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (Scott O43), unused without gum, well 

centered example of scarce stamp; slight toning, couple of nibbed perforations, otherwise Very Fine better then most, 
Brewster’s census records only 71 examples of O42 and O43 combined, with 1978 P.F. certificate.  Scott $1,750.  
  Estimate $800 - 1,200

United States Possessions Philippines
110   Philippines, Extensive Collection Remainder, 1898-1946, nearly all mint (including all specifics listed here), mounted 

on Scott specialty pages; highlights include U.S. overprints from #213 complete except the dollar values including #219a 
never hinged and numerous significant duplicates; Portrait issues are well represented including complete sets and some 
high values with strong duplications, #319-326 and virtually complete from 354-462 and 485-497; Airmails complete 
from #C18-C62, Special Delivery from #E1-E7 less E2A, some Postage Dues, Officials #O1-O37 with O39-O40, a 
few seals and a nice batch of Aguinaldos, plus some extras including varieties and duplicates, condition is generally 
quite strong with many excellent stamps and much never hinged, a wonderful collection to add to with many important 
duplicates to trade or sell, worth of careful consideration, well over $5000 catalogue value, overall Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF PHILIPPINES
United States Possessions Philippines
111   Japanese Occupation of Philippines, Comprehensive Collection, 1942-45, apparently complete collection, most 

stamps never hinged including high values #N7, N25, NB3, NB4, NO2, some varieties and extra blocks included, also 
with an extra used N7 and NB4; stamps selected for superior condition and appearance, excellent collection, Choice Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

RYUKYU ISLANDS
United States Possessions Ryukyu Islands
112  H 1952, “Kai Tei” (revalued) surcharge on Shuri Castle, 100y on 2y rose violet (Scott 17), o.g., lightly hinged, bright 

vibrant stamp, exceptionally well centered, outstanding appearance; very light gum bend, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine, with 1980 P.F. certificate.  J.S.C.A. 17.  Scott $1,600.  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Possessions Ryukyu Islands
113   Ryukyus, Virtually Complete Collection, 1948-72, mounted on Scott Special pages, lacking only #17, with extras and 

duplicates on dealer sales sheets; includes Airmails and Special Delivery stamp; excellent comprehensive collection in 
premium condition, almost all never hinged, fresh and well-centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $200 - 300

END OF SALE - THANK YOU
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expertise and integrity to clients wishing to tap 
the true Asian collector marketplace. 
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